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THE STRANGE CASE OF MONICA SHAEFER AND THE TOWN OF JASPER

Monica Shaefer is a brave elderly woman; an atypical resident of sleepy town, Jasper, 
Alberta, a lovely oasis in the Rocky Mountains who had the temerity recently to post a 
YouTube video in which she explains how she came to learn about the Jewish version of 
the holocaust being a total sham and that the numbers do not add up.  How is it possible 
that six million were supposedly murdered by those terrible Germans but there were only 
about three point three million Jews in all of Europe before WWII?  The video went viral 
and eventually the Jews of Jasper took notice and want to have this woman thrown into a 
thought crime jail; which is so typical of Jews.  The moment the light of Truth falls onto their 
false narrative, they go nuts because, if enough people learn the truth about those alien 
beings, all hell will break loose and they will all be running for their lives.  Most certainly 
countries will begin to expel them once enough brave people find out what they are up to 
and can manage to push their governments to actually do their jobs protecting the citizens 
from nefarious forces.  Villagers in Guatemala recently booted their jews out of town.  110.

We have included a couple of quotes from Monica herself:

“...[T]o answer the question that some have asked me: “To what end Monika?” A world of 
lies and deceptions is a world of war and turmoil. That is not the world I want to sit idle in 
and leave it as such for our children and grandchildren. I desire a world of Peace, Light, Love 
and Beauty. That comes only through charting our course through the world with a 
map based on Truth.”   

“Ben then accuses me of being a “hater” and of saying “venomous” stuff. Isnʼt this an ironic 
accusation when all Iʼm saying with regard to the “Holocaust” is that the German people 
were NOT guilty of that crime and there is overwhelming evidence to support that position? 
Now with 9/11, I am accusing organized jewry of carrying out that crime. So, you see, 
accusations of being a “hater”, etc., cuts both ways and can be used to prevent the truth 
from coming out. Are the police and courts “haters” when they accuse the Mafia of crimes? 
Are the police and courts “haters” when they sentence revisionists to years in prison for 
thinking the wrong thoughts?”

The Ben, Ursula refers to in the second quote is, Ben Gadd, a local gadfly who is a poser 
pretending to be an environmentalist and yet does not see CHEM TRAILS and still 
believes that to be a ʻconspiracy theory.ʼ  He is a member in good standing of the Jasper 
Environmental Association which expelled Monica.  You can Google his name and see his 
grinning politically correct face.  After seeing Monicaʼs YouTube and reading about the 
ordeal he and others of his ilk are putting her through for telling the truth, you really just want 
to put your fist right into the middle of Benʼs grinning stupid libtarded politically correct face.  
He is such a typical culturally Marxified idiot; the kind that is causing the destruction of the 
entire Western World; the minions of the Jews helping to effect their nefarious agendas.  
We at Down the Rabbit Hole will tell Ben Gadd he should open some books and learn the 
truth, hence we have included the title of one of the most eloquent exposés of the nefarious 
nature of the jews:  Douglas Read, The Controversy of Zion.  Google it.  While you are at 
it:  Google: The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion.  
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Read that, as well, Ben after which you had better issue a huge public apology to Monica 
Shaefer and pay her reparations and her court costs.

MUSLIMS AND THE KORAN

Our EDE, Executive Desk Editor, is almost done reading the Koran and he is going to begin 
issuing various comments regarding his findings.  He sent down the following for today:

I have reached page 381 of the Penguin edition and finally we came around to 
discussions about Women; how to divorce them, how to have more than one as a wife, 
how to beat them when necessary, how to screw extra ones...  I do recall reading one is to 
be kind to them, but somehow, like everything else in the Koran, is sort of an oxymoron; 
since all normal behavior towards women, such as respecting one and loving one wife and 
being loyal, there is none of that in the Koran.  Women better know their place and it is not 
the best place. Indeed, it appears that dogs are better treated by many Muslim husbands.  

STOP THE MUSLIMIFICATION OF YOUR COUNTRY!!
Switzerland is expelling all Muslims who do not conform to the Swiss way of doing 
things in Switzerland.  As you have learned by paying attention to what Muslims are doing 
in: England, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands...MUSLIMS DO NOT INTEGRATE.  
Muslims expect you to conform to Islam when they have achieved enough numbers in 
your country.  Muslim men can have four wives according to the Koran and more extras if he 
can afford to clothe them and feed them; no mention of how well that must be done, in the 
Koran.  Then he can impregnate them, four or more at a time and within short order one 
Muslim has a dozen or more little future Muslims for which you, the non Muslim will become 
the slave.  Either you will be a slave of Muslims, or Jews; the rest of you will be dead.  That 
is the agenda of the NWO AND COMING TO A NEIGHBORHOOD NEAR YOU OR 
NEXT DOOR, EVEN UNLESS YOU START TO PROTEST AND HOLD YOUR 
POLITICIANS ACCOUNTABLE FOR THIS INVASION.  We at Down the Rabbit Hole 
recommend that you had better begin martial arts training for your children and arm 
yourselves.

A BETTER WAY TO DO THINGS ON THIS PLANET

Let everyone contemplate God in their own manner 
under their own tree.  It is a private conversation 

and not a public show.

Let us know what you think of
Down the Rabbit Hole

Please Comment on our Facebook Page
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